
Chapter 8 !
Winter on the prairie can go from something beautiful and serene to conditions so vile that only 
Amundson and his teams of  arctic explorers would want to venture out into it.  I had been 
warned of  this numerous times by parishioners and the folks down at Sue’s.  They told me time 
and time again to make sure I had winter survival kit in my car with the all the basics.  Blanket, 
can, candle, kitty litter, candy bars and the like.  This advice was always followed up with stories 
of  how so and so spent 48 hours in the ditch during the blizzard of  ’87 and how sweet old Mrs. 
Olson almost froze to death on winter when her car ended up in a drift in the middle of  the road. !
“What a beautiful snowfall,” I said looking out the window at the gently falling snow. !
“Yeah it is pretty, but it’s supposed to get nasty out tonight. I heard on the radio this morning that 
it’s supposed to get windy out tonight.” Joan said. !
“Wind makes the news up here. It’s always windy up here that’s like saying there’s snow at the 
North Pole,” I said.   !
“Well Father, it does make the news up here when the wind is accompanied by snow.  The wind 
can turn a beautiful day like today into a nightmare in a blink of  an eye.  Just ask poor old Mrs 
Olson.” Joan said joining me at the window. !
“Why don’t you head out a little early today.  I’d hate to see you get stuck in a drift.  I’ll keep an 
eye on the ship here,” I said watching the gentleness of  the falling snow. !
“You sure, I don’t want to leave you high and dry.”  !
“Look the phone rings about 3 times a day right now.  I think I can handle the phones and all I 
have to do tonight is dinner at Frank’s.  Which reminds me can you give me Frank’s address. He 
forgot to give it to me.” !
“Can’t you reschedule with Frank?” Joan asked. “If  this wind pick up the way they say it’s going 
to  you might find yourself  stranded out there.” !
“I’m a very good driver and my Father insisted upon buying me snow tires for the winter months 
up here so I’m not too worried about it.” !
“Snow tires or not it’s gonna be pretty hard to drive through 4 foot snowdrifts with that little car 
of  yours. I really do wish you’d reconsider.” Joan pleaded. !
“I appreciate your concern, but like I said I’ll be okay.”  !
“Well if  you insist, I’ll write the directions down for you. It’s a little tricky finding his driveway.” 
Joan said grabbing a piece of  paper off  her desk. !



“Make sure you give me the address as well.  That way I can just punch it into the GPS in my 
car.”  !
Joan scribbled something down on a pice of  paper and held it out.  “I put the directions on the 
top and the address near the bottom.” she said. !
I took the paper from Joan and shoved it into my pocket.  “Have a good night Joan.” !
“Be careful driving out to Frank’s.  If  you do end up in the ditch give Joe a call and he’ll come out 
and get you.  That man loves to pull people out of  the ditch,” Joan said.  She quickly gathered up 
her things in her preparation to leave. !
“I will keep that in mind and don’t worry.  Remember I have snow tires.” !
“Just be careful,” Joan said. !
“Stop worrying I’ll be fine.” I headed back towards my office to put the finishing touches on my 
homily for the week.  !
The sun was well below the horizon when I walked out my office and headed out to my car to 
plug Frank’s address in to my GPS.  The snow was now falling at a heavier rate and the wind had 
picked up significantly since earlier in the day.  I gave a quick kick of  my snow tires and found 
them to be in proper working order.  It was then I decided that despite the warnings from Joan 
and the heavier snowfall, to head out to Frank’s for supper. !
The GPS told me that it was a 20 minute trip out to Frank’s from my current location.  Perfect I 
should get there just in time for supper. I thought. !
The visibility was falling as fast as the mercury as I pulled my car out onto two lane highway in 
front of  St Marks.  All I could see was snow blowing around in my headlights in front of  me and 
a faint white fog line kept me from falling off  the road.  !
My 20 minuted drive was quickly picking up time.  I had been in the car nearly an hour and had 
I not almost hit the white mailbox marking the end of  Frank’s driveway there was a good 
possibility I would have ended up like poor Mrs. Olson back in the storm of  ’87. !
I turned my car down Franks’s driveway.  Snow continued to whip all around me as I got closer 
to Frank’s house.  I could see the warm glow of  Frank’s living room lights. when a drift that I 
didn’t see appeared before me and engulfed my car.   The front tires spun helplessly as I tried to 
rock the car back and forth in an effort to free it from it’s wintry grave.  Snow tires or not I was 
stuck.  I turned the key off, tied my my boots tight, snugged my black hat down around my ears 
and headed towards my destination on foot. !
When I knocked on Frank’s door my face was burning from being pelted by the tiny wind blown 
snowflakes.  My hands and feet were numb and my once black jacket was white with snow.  Frank 
was slow in reaching the door and I was growing colder by the minute.  



!
The door finally opened and the warmth of  the home flowed out and began to melt my frozen 
exterior. “Didn’t expect to see you this evening.” Frank said from inside the house. “Come in 
come in.  But make sure you don’t bring any snow in with you.” !
“Right and the next thing I’ll do is stop the wind from blowing and calm storm,” I said making 
my way into the house. !
“I thought you boys could do that with the weather since your boss can.” !
“Ha Ha,” I said untying my snow covered boots.  “You know it took me about three times as long 
to get out here as I thought it would,” I said. !
“Speaking of  that, you best be calling Joan.  She’s worried sick about you.  Must have called me 
10 times already seeing if  you made it out here okay.”  The phone rang in the kitchen.  “That’s 
probably her now.” !
I could hear Frank’s voice echoing from the kitchen.  “Yes Joan he’s here.  I know he finally made 
it. Yeah it is pretty bad out there.  Yes he’s here.  Do you want to talk to him?  I’ll tell him. Tell 
Joe I’ll call him in the morning.  All right have a good night.”   
 
“It’s really bad out there.  I wasn’t expecting the roads to be as bad as they are,” I said as Frank 
returned to the entryway where I finally finished taking off  my snow covered boots. !
“Bad I’ll tell you what was bad.  The storm of  87. Now that was a bad one. Drifts as high as my 
house.  Cars buried right on the road.  Me and the Mrs. were snowed in for days.  Ate a lot of  
canned peaches during that storm.  In fact we even turned the heat up really high in the 
bathroom, filled the tub with warm water and played island songs over and over again and had 
ourselves a little island vacation right smack dab in the middle of  the storm.” !
“Seriously,” I said. !
“Yeah. We thought it was hilarious, but the kids didn’t think so.  They just looked at us like we 
were crazy and they went back to their video games.  Good time Good times.” Frank’s voice 
drifted off. !
“Before I forget my car’s stuck in your driveway.  Hit a drift that I didn’t see and now she’s stuck.”  !
“Don’t worry about it. I’ll pull you out in the morning,”  Frank said. !
“I appreciate it,” I said taking the last of  my snow covered clothing off. !
“You can get all that by the fire if  you want,” Frank said as he pointed to my snow covered jacket.  
“It’ll help to dry it off, just don’t get it too close to the doors. You’re libel to put burn holes in it.” !



I followed Frank through the small green tiled kitchen and into the living room where the fire 
place was.  A fire roared in the fire place adding a touch of  home to an otherwise cold house.   !
Frank lived in a small well kept single story farm house.  The inside of  the home showed both the 
age and the lack of  a woman present. The house was clean, but all of  those areas only a woman 
would no to clean showed neglect. The end tables on either side of  the couch were covered in a 
fine layer of  dust.  Some of  the pictures hung on the wall also contained the same dust layer as 
they hung slightly askew on the wall.   !
“Hang your stuff  on those hook right there. Just make sure all of  your stuff  hangs far enough 
aways from the glass like I told you.  The Mrs. would always ride me about keeping my crap 
away from the glass.  I guess I burned one to many coats and shirts for her liking.” Frank pointed 
to a collection of  small hooks screwed into a large pine mantle hanging above the hearth. !
I followed Frank’s instructions and hung my stuff  far enough from the fire to prevent holes.  
“Frank that is one nice fire you got going there.” I said. !
“It’s one of  the few things I know how to do well.  Something my Dad drilled into me as a child.” 
Frank’s gaze began to fixate on the fire “He would say son, you need to know how to start a fire 
never know when you’ll find yourself  behind enemy lines with only your wits.” !
“Behind enemy lines?” I asked. !
“Dad was a paratrooper in WWII.  Besides farming it was the only other job he loved.  There 
were many winter nights he would sit in that chair right there in front of  a roaring fire and polish 
all of  his medals.  He would go on and on about how when he was dropped behind enemy lines 
you had to be prepared for every situation.” !
The water contained in my jacket began to steam off  as the fire warmed the garments. “Be 
prepared isn’t a bad motto to live by.” !
“Got that right it’s gotten me this far in my life.  Well pardon my manners, can I get you 
something to drink.” Frank said shaking the lowball in his hand.  “Let me see what I have. I think 
I have water, milk, maybe a can of  coke, beer, whiskey.” !
“Do you have any coffee?” I said. !
“That I do.  You must be one of  those all day coffee drinkers.  You ain’t Swedish are ya?  Let me 
tell you the Backstroms had their Swedish relatives over for a week and man did those guys go 
through the coffee.  Every time I stopped over there those blond haired bastards were slugging 
down cup after cup of  coffee.  It was like they couldn’t get enough of  the stuff.” !
“No, I’m Swedish, English and Irish fifty fifty blend.  Let me tell you it makes St. Patricks day a 
wee bit interesting.”  I said following Frank into the kitchen. !



As I stood in the kitchen I began to notice the faintest aroma of  dirty diaper filling the air.  Frank 
lifted the lid off  the pot that was steaming on the stove.  As the steam rose off  the pot, the dirty 
diaper smell became stronger. What was just a faint smell moments ago was now filled the room.  !
“Hope your hungry I’ve been working on this all day.  My famous duck stew, it’s a recipe passed 
down for generations in my family.  Simple enough to make at a hunting camp, but the flavors 
are complex enough that it could be served in the finest of  restaurants.”  Frank stirred the pot 
with great care.  He removed a small amount of  soup in his ladle and took a quick taste.  
Smacking his lips he started to search around the kitchen for the missing ingredient.  He grabbed 
two unmarked containers and shook them violently over the pot.  “Should be ready in just a little 
bit.  Some of  the flavors have to blend just a little more.” !
“Can’t wait.” I said. !
We walked back out of  the kitchen and back into the living room to wait for the stew to finish.  I 
took a seat on the brown floral patterned couch and stared out of  the picture window across the 
room from me.  “It’s really coming down out there now.”  !
Frank glanced out the window as he sat down in his beat up green recliner.  “Looks to me that it’s 
just the wind blowing around the fallen snow.  If  it were still snowing you wouldn’t be able to see 
out of  the window at all.  My guess though if  that this wind keep up over night were going to 
have some drifts in the morning to deal with. Might even have to get the front end loader out to 
get your car out,” Frank said taking a sip from his glass. !
“I just high centered it I bet a truck would pull it out.” I said. 
 
“Yeah at truck would pull it out now, but wait till morning it’ll look just like a white bump,” Frank 
said. “Betcha we’ll need some serious equipment to pull it out.” !
“I’ll trust your judgement.  You’ve been out here a whole lot longer than I.” !
“Spent my whole life out here.  Although I ain’t afraid to travel like Joe is. I tell you that guy 
seems so afraid to leave this county. It’s like if  he leaves we won’t let him back in.” !
“Aren’t he and Joan going to get an RV and travel the country when he retires.” I said. !
“He ain’t never gonna retire.  Farmers don’t retire we just keep on working until we die.  That’s 
my Dad did and what Joe’s Dad did.  Both of  them worked all the the way up until they died. In 
fact both of  them died while working out in the fields.  Joe’s Dad died falling a tree, poor guy was 
squished when he was cutting down a stand of  oaks.  Wanted to turn it into more tillable acreage.  
The land got the last laugh there.” Frank grew silent his steely blue eyes stared quietly out the 
window. !
“Heck of  a way to go.” I said. !



“Hell better than my Dad’s heart attack while driving the old international out to the back forty.  
Found the tractor dug in against the fence line and my Dad slumped over the steering wheel.  He 
and my mom also had big plans to leave and travel the world once he retired.  I guess the land 
had other plans.” !
“Gotta respect the land,” I said. !
“People tend to forget that now. You take cream in your coffee.” Frank stood up and started 
walking towards the kitchen. 
 
“No I’ll take it black.” I said.   !
The snow outside continued to pound the house and bury my car deeper and deeper into a drift.  
Frank returned from the kitchen with a mug full of  coffee.  “Here ya go Father, I hope it’s too 
your liking.” !
“I’m sure it’s fine.  Got hooked on this stuff  while studying in the seminary.  For some reason the 
whole staying up late to have to learn about the intricacies about the faith requires one to drink a 
lot of  coffee.” !
“And I got hooked on this stuff,” Franks shook his lowball in the air.  “While learning about the 
intricacies of  the prairie. !
“To each their own.” I raised my cup to Frank and took a sip. !
“Salud.” Frank took a healthy sip off  of  his glass. “Supper’s almost done.  Hope your hungry.  
Haven’t made the soup in years. You know with the lack of  ducks and all,” Frank said. !
“Looking forward to it.” !
“The Mrs. hated it.  Said it smelled like a dirty diaper and that she changed enough of  them with 
the boys, she didn’t want to have eat something that smelled like one,” Frank said. !
“Yeah it does have a unique aroma to it.”  !
Frank adjusted his position in his chair and took another quick sip of  his glass.  “Yeah get passed 
the smell and you’re in for a treat.  It’s the smell of  the stuff  that turns most people away.” !
The room fell silent.  We both sat there quietly sipping our drinks listening to the relentless wind 
pound and punish the house for being in its way.  I couldn’t help but think about what it must 
have been like to be out here as a fresh immigrant.  A new arrival living in a harsh and foreign 
landscape.  Frank stumbled back towards the kitchen pulling me back the present. !
A few moments later I heard the sound of  bowls being placed down on the table in the kitchen.  
The metallic clanks of  spoons hitting the laminated table top soon followed.  Frank was busy 
running around the small kitchen when I appeared in the doorway.  He looked like a waiter with 



alzheimer’s as he ran from silverware door to fridge back to the silverware, pause to collect 
thoughts, back to fridge.  I sat unnoticed in the doorway as the dance unfolded in front of  me.  
When all the accessories to the soup were finally in place and two bowls of  soup sat steaming on 
the table Frank paused to make sure it was perfect.  
 
“Shit Father.” Frank said as he jumped back from the doorway. “I didn’t expect to find you 
standing in the doorway.  Scared the shit out of  me.” !
“Gotta admit kind of  smells like it,” the diaper smell becoming stronger in the kitchen. !
Frank just smiled. “Well it’s ready.  Hope you hungry.”  Frank said !
We both sat down at the clumsily set kitchen table.  Two bowls of  the steaming stinky soup sat on 
the table surrounded by two milk glasses and a half  eaten loaf  of  bread. Salt and pepper shakers 
in the shape of  pigs sat on the edge of  the table up against the dirty white wall.  A quick grace 
was said and we started eating. !
The smell of  the soup was overpowering.  It almost prevented me to taking the first bite.  I slowly 
swirled my spoon in the thin broth and discovered large chunks of  root vegetables and small 
pieces of  greasy meat.  I reached for the pig with the white had and shook of  it’s contents in to 
the bowl. !
Frank was halfway through his first bowl of  soup as I took my first bite. “So what do you think?” 
he said putting his spoon back into his bowl. !
The potato in my mouth was slightly undercooked and the small chunk of  duck flesh had a 
distinct gamey taste, but the broth was good. “You’re right the soup tastes much better than it 
smells.” !
“Been making this soup since I was just a kid.” Frank said between bites “You think it’s good now 
you should try it when it’s cooked over an over fire.  The wood smoke adds something almost 
magical to it.” !
“Used to cook it over a fire did you.” I grabbed for the black hatted pig. !
“Yeah, my Dad and I used to spend a week on the river hunting ducks way back when.  Put in at 
Grand Forks and float north.  One year we almost got all the way to Canada before we stopped.  
We’d spend the night on the banks of  the river and cook what we killed.  If  we didn’t kill no 
ducks we’d just eat veggies and bread.”  Frank said. !
“Sounds rather like quite the adventure.” I said. !
“Pretty much.  Four guys living out of  a boat, shooting ducks, and hanging around campfires 
every night eating what we killed.  Man things have changed since then. I bet if  I put a boat in 
where we used to with a bunch of  guns and other items I’d be arrested before I got my feet wet.  



The world has changed since I was a kid Father.”  Frank said taking a sip of  milk. “Help yourself  
to some bread.” !
I reached in to the bag of  white sandwich bread and pulled out a piece.  I broke the bread and 
dipped each piece into the now salty and peppery soup.  Soaking the day old bread in the 
process. “I can only imagine how much this landscape has changed since you were a kid.” I 
shoved the soup soaked bread into my mouth. !
“It’s change more than you can imagine and I ain’t sure that all the changes have been for the 
better either.  I think we might not be better off  then when my Daddy grew up.  They had to 
work harder, no question about that, but I think they also lived better.” Frank said. !
I was now scraping the bottom of  my bowl, my spoon reaching for the last little chunks of  
potatoes, carrots and duck. “Man that was good soup.” I put the empty bowl down in front of  
me. !
“Here let me get you a refill” Frank said getting up from the table. !
“Much obliged,” I watched Frank fill my bowl will ladles full of  stew. “So you think your Dad 
actually lived better than you?  You might be the first person I have ever heard that from.” I said 
as Frank dropped the las ladleful of  soup into my bowl. !
Frank returned back to the table. “I’m probably sure I might sound crazy, but it seems like with 
every little new technology advancement with farming we end up increasingly miserable.  We 
lose more than is gained by what the sales rep promises.” !
Frank sat across the kitchen table from me quietly stirring his soup.  The spoon would go round 
and round lifting up a piece of  duck here a potato there.  Frank set the spoon down and folded 
his hands. !
“We used to farm with a couple of  open air tractors, a hoe, and a whole bunch of  sweat.  Yields 
might have been less, but man it sure does seem like we were happier.  You see when my family 
first came up here we lived on a 40 acre chunk in a single room farm house.  Through the years 
as families moved away we slowly built up our acreage.  All these little towns out here on the 
prairie used to be little Oasisses out here on the prairie.  Did you know that Harding at one time 
was thriving?  The husked out shell of  a down town was once full of  people and things.  Hell you 
couldn’t even find a place to park on a Saturday night.  Now if  you go down there on a Saturday 
you could unload a shotgun on main street and not hit anyone,” Frank said !
I sat stirring my soup.  Allowing the flavors of  the mixture to blend together one final time before 
I consumed them.  Frank stood up from the table walked over to the counter and grabbed the 
whisky bottle that had been sitting on there.  He poured out the milk in his glass, gave it a quick 
rinse under the faucet, and refilled it with whisky.  Frank returned to the table with the glass in 
one hand and the bottle in the other. !



“You want a glass of  whisky Father.” Frank asked taking a sip of  his glass and placing the bottle 
on the table. !
“No thanks, I stick to coffee and soup thank you though.” I returned my attention to my soup 
and Frank returned to his glass.  “Know what really bothers me” !
“What’s that Frank” I said. !
“What bothers me is that if  my Dad were to come back from the grave right now he’d kick me 
square in the nuts for what I’ve done to the farm.  I’m pretty much a giant failure”  Frank stared 
at the bottom of  his empty glass. !
“I don’t know about that.  From what I can tell it seems to me that you running a pretty 
successful operation out here.  How many acres you farming anyways?” I said. !
“1250 plus or minus.” Frank refilled his glass. !
“That’s quite a lot more than the 40 your family started with all those years ago.” I stood up to 
take my bowl over to the sink. !
Frank shifted slightly and leaned back hard into his chair. “Yeah it is but the pisser of  it is is that I 
don’t own half  of  it. Last time I checked I owned 600 of  the 1250 I farmed.  Rest of  it’s leased 
from the owners.  I ain’t no better off  than the tenant farmers of  the 30’s.  I am a fricken slave to 
the system.” Frank said and took a sip of  his glass “God I sound like the hippies.  What the hell 
happened to me.  I used to be somebody.” !
I retraced my steps back to the table and grabbed my coffee cup.  I walked over the old Mr. 
Coffee pot on the counter and refilled my cup 3/4 full.  I stopped at the bottle on way back to my 
seat and topped off  the mug.  The chair creaked underneath as I sat down. “Frank I think you’re 
being too hard on yourself.  You are still somebody don’t worry about it.” !
Frank stopped leaning back on his chair and put both elbows on the table causing it to shake as 
his weight shifted. “Do you know what the mark of  a good farmer is?” !
“Being able to grow things?” I said taking a sip of  my Irished coffee. !
“Hell no, knowing the land.  Knowing all the nooks and crannies of  it.  Where the rises are 
where the low spots are that flood when it rains.  Knowing where the deer bed down. That my 
friend is the mark of  a good farmer.  My Dad knew all of  these things.  He knew not to plant the 
back 75 acres until after Memorial Day cause it took that long for it to dry out.  He would always 
talk about the deer he would see every morning crossing from the wheat to the beats.  That man 
knew the land like the back of  his and he was one hell of  a steward of  it,” Frank said. !
The coffee burned the back of  throat as it made its way down to my stomach where it would 
mingle with two bowls of  stew.  !



“Oh sure I know my land, cause that’s what my father farmed.  He taught me everything needed 
to know about farming, I’ve taught myself  all the shit that you don’t need to know.  That back 75 
you can’t plant until after Memorial day, I drain tiled it so I can get in there earlier.  Can’t afford 
to wait until that piece dries out by its self.  Have to get that planted earlier so I increase my yield 
and hopefully increase my take home at the end of  the year.  We’ve all become yield crazy out 
here.  We compare our yields at the bars and at Sue’s like it’s some sort of  dick measuring contest 
or something,”  Frank said reaching for the bottle again. !
“If  you don’t mind me asking what is drain tiling any how?  You and Joe keep talking about it.” I 
said. !
“Oh I forgot your one of  those townies.” Frank said tossing the bottle cap across the table. !
“I may be a townie, but I’ve always enjoyed farming.  When I was real little I wanted to be a 
farmer.  I would drive my pedal tractor all over my yard planting and harvesting.”  I said. !
“Not only are you a townie you’re also a wanna be farmer. Well listen here wanna be,  drain tiles 
are a bunch of  plastic tubes put into the field to help them drain better.  Basically it just takes the 
water that would have been sitting on top of  the field, draws it down to the tube and drains it to a 
ditch.  Just wait till spring, these ditches will be so full of  water you could sell tickets to and call it 
a water rafting adventure.” !
“Sounds like you’re not the only one who has in their fields.” I said. !
“Father we all have it in our fields.  If  you don’t have it in place you can’t make enough money to 
survive from year to year.  You’ll lose to much yield if  you not planted early enough.  Drain tiling 
helps to hedge your bets in favor of  a good year.” Frank looked out the window as he spoke. 
“Farming ain’t like it used to be.  No sir it’s a completely different profession.” 
 
Snow and wind continued to pelt the house.  Every now and then a really strong gust of  wind 
would pick up and shake the window we were sitting by. !
“Guess my car’s gonna really be buried out there tomorrow.” I said looking out the window.  
“Might have to use that emergency shovel that’s in the trunk.” !
Frank’s whiskey fueled laugh filled the room. “Father you can use that shovel, but your going to 
be out there until spring.  Might as well be pissing on a forest fire.  It’s going to take a real shovel 
to you out in the morning.” !
“I really should check on my coat to make sure they haven’t caught fire yet.” I stood up from my 
chair and it creaked in relief. !
I made the quick walk to the living room and the fireplace where my coat was being toasted by 
the fire.  The garments were no longer steaming and they had dried when I arrived to take them 
off  the hooks.  I carefully draped my jacket over the back of  one of  the empty chairs in the living 
room and following one of  the tricks my mother had taught me as a child I put the gloves and hat 



securely in the sleeves.  Frank and his bottle had followed me from the kitchen and he stood and 
watched me work. !
After putting the jacket down I walked over to the sofa and took a seat.  Frank resumed his pre 
supper position in the worn green easy chair and lifted his glass to his mouth.  The warmth had 
left my cup of  coffee yet a subtle burn was felt in my throat as I took a sip. !
“The profession has really changed that much huh.” I said putting my cup down on the dusty 
end table next to me. “Seems to me it can’t change that much, you still till, plant, and harvest.  
Those things haven’t changed.”  !
“It’s all changed.  We plant different now that we used to, oh sure the seed still goes in the 
ground, but what we plant is special or at least that what the seed salesman tells us all.  Every year 
get the same ole song and dance from the salesman down at the co-op.  He’ll pull up your field 
on some computer program and tell you that based on the topography of  your land and bla bla 
bla you need to plant this hybrid on this part and this hybrid on that.  It seems to be a whole 
bunch of  song and dance to me. Don’t even know if  its worth it.  But hell you get a nice map 
when your done.  A nice little personalized report to take home with you and look over.  Report 
probably ain’t worth the paper their printed on, but they sure are pretty,”  Frank said. !
The fire in the fireplace was being slowly turned into a mess of  glowing embers.  Frank glanced 
at the coals and headed over to stoke the fire and add more wood. “Had two old oaks fall this 
summer during a storm.  The trees had been dead for years and the wind finally knocked them 
over this year.” !
“Is that what your burning now?” I said from the couch. !
“Yeah, got enough wood from the two trees to hopefully make it through the winter with out 
burning too much propane. Man can go broke quickly burning propane, especially when it’s this 
cold out,” Frank said. !
“Nothing like a nice fire on a cold winter night.” I said. “Makes the house feel like a home. I’m 
going to get a refill on my coffee, need anything.”  I watched Frank hastily throw the remaining 
wood in his arm into the fireplace. !
“Nah, bottles right here if  you going to Irish up your coffee again.” Frank shook the bottle as he 
spoke. !
I returned to the Mr. Coffee maker and filled my mug half  full.  As I headed back to the living 
room my attention focused on a small black and white photo hanging on the wall.  It showed two 
men standing on an old farm all tractor.  Both men bore the bodies of  hard physical labor and 
the smoke from the cigarettes in their mouths partially obscured their heads.  The tractor was 
parked in front of  a house that looked very similar to the one I was in. !



“Say Frank is this a picture of  you and your Dad.” I said walking in to the living room.  Frank 
didn’t respond to my question.  The house was filled with silence and the occasional pop of  the 
oak in the fire place. !
I walked over to the green chair and found Frank slumped over and snoring loudly.  I found a 
blanket in a hall closet and carried it over to Frank to cover him up.  He stirred slightly as I 
placed the blanket on him.  I walked over to the window and watched the snow blow by for a few 
moments before returning to the couch.  On the way back to the couch I stopped by my jacket 
and pulled my prayer book out of  the pocket and retuned to the couch.  I prayed as I listened to 
the to the oak logs crackling a popping away in the fire place.  My eyelids grew heavy as the logs 
slowly were reduced to embers and before the last log was reduced to a pile of  glowing ash my 
eyes had shut.


